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Each episode of HBO's Game of Thrones draws millions of obsessed viewers who revel in the

shocking plot twists, award-winning performances, and gorgeously rendered fantasy world. This

official companion book reveals what it takes to translate George R. R. Martin's bestselling series

into a wildly popular television series. With unprecedented scope and depth, it showcases hundreds

of unpublished set photos, visual effects art, and production and costume designs, plus insights

from key actors and crew members that capture the best scripted and unscripted moments from

Seasons 3 and 4. Required reading for the die-hard fan, and the perfect way to catch up on the

series before the much-anticipated Season 5 debuts, this special volume offers an exclusive

window into cable's highest-rated show.
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"The book not only recaps, but goes beyond with fun topics like how costumes were created, why

Iceland and other exotic locations were chosen, and how the theme song came about. With nearly

200 photos and a padded cover, this is a handsome book to pore over before the [show returns] in

the spring."-Wink

C. A. Taylor has worked behind the scenes in the television industry for over a decade and started

writing about it in 2010 for HBO's website Making Game of Thrones. This is her first book. C. A.

currently lives in London.David Benioff is a bestselling author and screenwriter, and co-creator and

co-executive producer for the HBO series Game of Thrones. He lives in Los Angeles.D. B. Weiss is



an author, filmmaker, and co-creator and co-executive producer for the HBO series Game of

Thrones. He lives in Los Angeles with his wife and two sons.

An interesting look inside the making of seasons 3 and 4 of Game of Thrones. It may not be as

in-depth as I may have wanted, but at least it touches many aspects of the production. From the

writing of the script, to the shooting of the episodes, to some of the post production work, the book

manages to convey a general idea of the effort it takes to make the show. And I also appreciated

the comments written by some of the cast members, writers, directors, and even George R.R.

Martin himself. It's a very captivating read, both for fans of the books and the show.

This book is great for super fans who cant get enough. (I did not pay full price i found it for a lot

cheaper elsewhere). If you are a "thrones" collector" or just a huge fan I recommend NOT getting

the kindle, if available. I don't think a digital edition can do this book justice as it is far more

readable, and for lack of a better word attractive, in printed form. This handsome book has lots of

details, beautiful pictures, and inside information and interviews you probably won't find anywhere

else. Lots of information about the filming locations, the characters and the people who play them,

production details, "how did they do that?" answers, and much more. In the loong break before

season 7, might be just the thing to calm our "Thrones" addictions, for a while anyway.

my sister loves it.

Great books! We are big fans of the show and the book. Made a really nice gift.

loved it

If you're a fan of the World of Ice and Fire, this is a decent book. The pictures are terrific and it looks

nice on your shelf. If you really enjoy Game of Thrones, follow the show and have read the books,

you will find no new information. Still, I viewed this as a "nice to have" part of my collection.

Great book (as is its Seasons 1 & 2 companion volume). Well worth the money if you are fanatical

(as I am) about Game of Thrones. They are outstanding in their own right and merit accompanying

a nice hardcover set of the five current works of Mr. Martin.



i didn't think i would like this show, i heard there was a lot of blood and guts, so i watched the first

show, OMG, love, love, this show. i binged watch all four seasons in two week, and have now

bought the first season on dvd. it is so good.
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